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An attentive online travel experience
will create conversions

People commit to other people, brands, products or services they relate to. We had a look at what
goes into creating an emotional connection with the customer and how to build on this connection
to offer an exciting experience. To mould this online travel experience to be more satisfying for the
customer, you need to lay down a value proposition for your business and/or website. This value
proposition will serve as the compass when making decisions on your website to fulfil business
goals.

What exactly is a Value Proposition
and how do I create one?

A value proposition is a short, to the point statement that explains what value you’re adding to the
customer’s life with your product or service.
As a guide to create a solid value proposition, answer the following questions:

1

What do you do?

2

Who are you doing this for?

3

What are the needs or goals of the people you’re doing this for?

4

How is your product or service going to address these needs?

5

What makes you unique, different than your competitors?

Lastly, it’s crucial to determine key metrics on how are you going to measure the success of your
product or service. The value proposition means nothing if you cannot validate the effectiveness of
the value you’re offering to the customer.
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How to create conversions

Well-structured content is not just the foundation of a quality website, but also and set the stage
for tools, such as online booking engines, to drive online conversions. If the content is lacking
substance or is confusing, the customer can get confused and lose interest. It’s important to
structure online content to meet the customer’s needs, thus why the value proposition comes
in handy when making this type of decisions. What is the customer’s goals? Is it to find out
more about a specific destination? Or is it to explore the available room options? Whatever the
customer’s goals are, the answers to these questions will clearly guide the type of content that will
be included on the website.

How to formulate an effective
Information Architecture (IA) strategy

Keep the user’s goals in mind when structuring content
By keeping the customer’s needs and goals in mind, your website’s goals will
automatically support the customer’s goals.

Ensure hierarchy of pages
are structured to cater
for the users goal
There are many ways to structure the

home

pages of a website in relation to one
another. It seems pretty straightforward
to create sections with subsections
and group “relevant content” together.

tours

about

However, the content you might group
together as relevant might not be
relevant to the customer.

PRIVATE

GROUPS
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RATES

contact

Keep content patterns consistent
Consistency subconsciously guides the customer through their journey when browsing a website.
All the information pages should be structured the same, by moving content around within the
layout of pages can create confusion. Always keep the navigation elements in the same place within
all the pages on the website. If at some point the customer feels confused or wants to go back to a
place on their journey it should be easy to navigate back.
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EasyOTA solutions grow direct bookings for Travel and
Tourism businesses in Eastern and Southern African
markets, addressing their unique needs.

http://www.easyota.com
We focus on 3 core disciplines
Specialised booking engines for
search, book and pay processes

Competitive
advantage

Itinerary building capability
– affiliate sales
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